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Abstract.

In this thesis we are concerned \V'ith the following
problem: if F is a field and G a group, what conditions
must be imposed on F and G so that the group algebra of
Gover F is ~ seroIi-simp1e?Here, is one of the
ring properties, nil, nilpotent, right-quasi-regu1ar or
B-regular.

In the first few chapters we survey the known
conditions where g is nil, nilpotent or right-quasi-
-regular. In a later chapter we shall show that if F is
any field, the group algebra of Gover F is right-quasi-
-regular semi-simple if G belongs to a certain class of
torsion-free generalised soluble groups. ~;et~en study,

a generalisation of the group algebra, namely the twisted
group algebra, and determine conditions on F and G when
JP is nil, nilpotent or right-quasi-regular. Finally

we aaaume .that .f is B-regulari ty. ~{ethen determine
conditions on F and G for the group algebra to be B-

-regular semi-simple when G belongs to a certain class
of generalised nilpotent groups.



Chapter 1. Introduction and prerequisites.

·1. One of the best known theorems from the
theory of representations of finite groups is
the following consequence of Naschke's theorem;
if G is any (inite group and F any field of
characteristic p where, if p ~ 0, G has no
elements of order p, then FG, the group algebra
of Gover F has zero radical.

We recall that under these conditions on
G and F, FG is an algebra \vith both the ascending
and descending chain conditions on right ideals •

.. - "t,·.

We shall study the group algebra of.an arbitrary
group over any field F and attempt to prove the
generalisation of this theorem.

If R is any ring with both the descending
and ascending chain conditions, various radical
properties are equivalent. Thus R has a unique
radical. Therefore when we generalise the above

1.
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theorem we must be more specific about which
radical we are referring to.

We shall use FG to denote the group algebra
of Gover F.

In chapter 2 we shall study the nil radical
and will determine sufficient conditions for FG
to have zero nil radical. The results of this
chapter are taken from [18].

Chapter 3 contains most of the known results
for the Jacobson radical. We are unable to determine
a complete solution for FG to'have zero Jacobson

I

radical but will ~how that FG has zero Jacobson
radical for any ~-group and F any field of
characteristic p where p is determined by G and
~ • We shall show that 3C can take the values,.
-=3-. O1tR~ ,EO?



In chapter 4 we shall study a related problem.
If G is rulY torsion-free group and F any field is
the Jacobson radical of FG zero? Again, we are
unable to obtain a complete solution but will
show that FG has zero Jacobson radical for any
field F, when G is a torsion-free group belonging

" ~ ,to either the class Err or the olass ELdf., •
The latter result is contained in our forthcoming
paper BfJ.

In chapter 5 we mru~eanother generalisation.
There we are concerned with the twisted group

talgebra F G. \veshall show that most of the
results of chapters 2 and 3 are still true when

tFG is replaced by F G. The twisted group algebra
is the object of study by :~assman in a series of
recent papers from which many of the results of
this chapter are taken.
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In the final chapter we take our radical to
be the Brown-McCoy radical. \'/e shall show that
FG has zero Brown-McCoy radical, for ~,tield F
of characteristic p where p is determined by G,
if G is any ZA-group.' ive shall also show that
FG has zero Brown-McCoy radical for any field F
if G is a torsion-free ZA-group. We shall also
give a few results for metabelian groups. However,
we have been unable to determine that FG has zero,

Brown-NcCoy radical, for G any metabelian group
and F any field. of suitable characteristic.
However we feel that the partial results we have
obtained are ~s~fficient evidence for us to
conjecture that such a solution is possible.

The author would like to take this opportunity
to thank his supervisor, Dr S. E. Stonehewer, for
suggesting this field of research and for his help
and encouragement during the time when this research



was carried out. We would also like to thank the

Science Research Council for their financial support
during this time.

The rest of this chapter contains a few results

and definitions from group and ring theory that

we consider prerequisites for the remainder of

this thesis.



6.

2. Groups.

We shall need a working knowledge of group
theory, supplemented by the following definitions.

Let G be a group. A series in G is a set of
subgroups, .§. = {Ito-, Vtr : crCL} where 1::

is a linearly ordered set such that for all
-t:,c-€~

(i) Vo-<l/Lo-'

(i i) II.. 0- ~ V-r ' 0- t; -t:
(iii) G - {1] = U

t:r6E
(A. - V ).&- er

1l0' - Ve- is a layer of G and A..tr IV t:r is
a factor of G. It is a consequence of these definitions

-tl
that each element~of G belongs to a unique layer of G
and that

.§. is a normal series of G if /l.. er t Ver <l G
fer all er E z::.. •

If ~ is a 'vlellordered set we can take
~ • JP t an ordinal number. In this case



A=(\ VI). = V if 0- +1 <J> and
0' ?\ >0- 0-+1

TACV\
t1.. = G if er +1 =J • i:,e..t Vo = [1J and V.f = G.o:

Then the II..0'" IS are superfluous ahd .§. is an
ascendin~ series of G. If :L iB a finite set S

is a finite series; i.e. for Bome n there exists

Vi is normal in Vi +1 for all i = 1, 2, •••, n.1.

Let x ,y be elements of G. vIedefine [x,y],

the commutator of x and y by [x,y] = x-1y-1xy•

Let X, Y be subsets of G. ~'le define CX, Y] as the
subgroup of G generated by the [x,y] for x E X and
y ~ Y. A series is central if [11..0- ,G1~ V0-
for all (re: L ·

Let X be any set. It/edefine :<X> as the
subgroup of G generated by the set X. If X is a
finite set, say X = .[ x1 ,x2, •••, Xn1 ' we shall
write « X1, x2' •••, xn> for <X>.
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"Ie shall use the elosureoperations and class
notation int~oduced by P. Hall in (9]. We define
~ to be a class of groups if (i) G = G1 ~~

implies that G €:3! and (ii) ~ contains a group
of order 1. Examples of the types of classes that
will concern us are,

:1- • finite groups.
~ = finitely generated groups.

~ - finite -nr -groups for lnr a set of primes.-;::Tn -
~ = nilpotent groups.
tn = abelian groups.

Let A be a function on the class of all classes
of groups taking values in that class: A is a
closure operation if A(1) = (1) where (1) is th.
class of unit groups and if ~ ~

~ A 1J' whenever ~ ~ 1J ·
A class ~ is A-closed if A 3f =* .

Familiar examples of closure operations are
A ~

St Qt E, L, R, E, E defined as follows:



Let ~ be a class of groups. G belongs to
s ~ if and only if G is a subgroup of an ~ -group.

G E Q ~ - if and only if G is the homomorphic

image of an ~ -group. G c!: E *" if'and only
h(JS 0. ~lu, vv.JJ.. Y, - flU.+(.1yS •

if'G ie the exteftsioft of a -;c ·grellp by a 'DC -grellp.

G belongs to L ?; if and only if every finite
subeet of G is contained in some ~-grouPcf (r.

GE R;:S- if and only if G is residually af) ~ -group.
That is if'and only if for each x (~ 1 ) in G, there
exists8& normal subgroup N of G such that x~ N

'"and GIN ~ ~ • G belongs to E~ if and only if
G has a series in which each factor is an ~ -group.

"Finally, G belongs to E;S- if and only if'G has
an ascending series in which each factor is a

* -group.

(



3. Rings and radicals.

The main source for this section is Divinsky
[7]. Let.:f be a certain property that a ring
may possess. An ideal of a ring will be called a

~ -ideal if it, as a ring, possesses the property
~ • A ring which does not possess any non zero
~ -ideals ia defined to be JP -semi-simple •

.We shall call l' a radical property it the
following three conditions hold:
(a) every homomorphic image of a .:f -ring is a
j -ring.

(b) every ring R contains a maximal .! -ideal,
denoted by S, that contains every other JP -ideal
of R.
(0) R/S is JP -semi-simple.

The maximal ...p -ideal of R is called the
~ -radical of the ring R.

10.



The radical properties which will concern
us are those defined as nil, right-quasi-regular
and B-regular. The right-quasi-regular and B-
regular radicals are defined as the Jacobson and
Brown-McCoy radical respectively.

. \

Let R be any ring and x an element of R.

x is defined to be nilpotent if there exists a
positive integer n such that xn = o.

A ring is defined to be nil if every element
of the ring is nilpotent. A ring is defined to be
nilpotent if there exists a positive integer m
such that Rm = {O}, where R denotes the ring.
With these definitions, nil is a radical property.
We shall use N(R) to denote the nil radical of the
ring R.

However, the join of all the nilpotent ideals
in any ring R is a nil, but not necessarily nilpotent,
ideal of R. Thus, nilpotenc1 is not a radical
property. However, it is customary to refer, in
some sections of the literature, to the nilpotent

11.
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radical. We shall!avoid this usage and use \i(R)

to denote the union of all the nilpotent ideals
of R.

, Let x,y be any two elements of some ring R.
vie detine a binary operation '0' on R by

.x.y I: X + Y + xy. We say x is right-Quasi-regular
it there exists a y such that x.y I: O. We shall
often shorten right-quasi-regular to r.q.r ••
In the above y is defined to be the right-quasi-
-inverse ot x in R. In a similar way we can define
left-quasi-regular and left-quasi-inverse.

If x in nilpotent, say xn = 0, then is is
r.q.r. with right-quasi-inverse y = -x + x2 _ x3 +

n-1 If R . . . 1+ ••• ~ x. ~s a r~ng w~th a ,x is r.q.r.
if and only if 1 + x is a unit of R. Clearly.
x.y I: 0 if and only if ( 1 + x )( 1 + y ) I: 1.

Let J(x) c (xr + r : r ~ R] • Then J(x) is a right
ideal ot R and x is r.q.r. if and only if J(x) • R.

/



We say that a ring is right-quasi-regular
it every element of mt is.r.q.r •• Let J(R) denote
the join of all the right-quasi-regular right
ideals of R. Then J(R) is a two sided ideal and
R/J(R) contains no non zero r.q.r. right ideals.
A1Be, J(R) is equal to the union of all the right-
-quasi-regular left ideals of Rand R/J(R) contains
no non zero right-quasi-regular left ideals. Thus,
right-qu&si-regularity is a radical property and
J(R), the right-quasi-regular radical, is called
the Jacobson radical. R is defined to be Jacobson
semi-simple if J(R) = {oj.

, We shall give some alternative definitions
of J(R). Clearly we could replace right-quasi-
-regularity by left-quasi-regularity. Thus J(R)
is the union of all the left-quasi-regular right
(left) ideals of R. Note that if x.y = Q then '1

is left-quasi-regular. Thus, x E J(R) if and
only if its right-quasi-inverse, y, also belongs
to J(R).
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We define an ideal V of R to be regular i. ,_'

if and only if there exists an e ~ R such that
for all re R, er - r t= V. Then J(R) is equal
to the intersection of all the maximal regular
right ideals of R. If R has a 1, every ideal is
regular.

J(R) i. also aqual to the interseotion ot

a~ the kernels of all the irreducible ·representations
of R.

We have noted that J(x) is a right ideal of R
and~J(x) ~ R if and only if x is right-quasi-regular.
Let B(x) denote the two sided ideal of R generated
b1 J(x). That is, B(x) = [xr + r + l' XiX1i + %i1i

where xi' Y.l~ R and sum is finite} • We define

an ele.ent x of R to be B-regular if B(x) = R.
An ideal I of R is defined to be B-regular if
and onl;r if every element of I ia B-regular.



B-regularity is a radical property and the
maximal B-regular ideal of R is called the Brovn-
McCoy radical of R, denoted by B(R). R is defined
to be Brown-HcGoy semi-simple if B(R) • [o}.

If R has a 1, B(R) is also equal tg the inter-
-section ot all the maximal two si'ed ideals of R.
R/B(R) is alva" a subdirect sum of simple rings
.vith a 1.

Clearly each right-quasi-regular ideal is B-

-regular. Thus we can clearly see that the three
/

radicals satisfy the following inclusions:
N(R):f5. J(R)~ B(R). All three are equal if R
has the descending chain condition on right (left)
ideals. Further it is clear that J(R) = B(R) it
R ia commutative.

,
flr'lq..We recall that if R is a 8Feu~ with the desc-

-ending chain condition on right ideals W(~) •
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4. The group algebra.

We begin with the definition of an algebra.
Let A be a set with the operations of addition
and multiplication defined ill such a way as to
make A into a ring. Suppose further that ve can
define an operation of right multiplication on A
by the elementa ot aomeAfield F so that A is a
vector space over F. Assume also that if c ~ F

and x,y ~ A then these operations are connected
by the relations e(xy) = ex(y) = x(e1). Then A .
is an algebra over F.

The main example we shall be concerned
vith is the group algebra. Let G be a group and
F any field. Let FG denote the set of all formal

sums L
gEG

0< g, wheres ()(s IG F and all but

a finite number are zero. We define addition oomponent-
...vise to make FG into a;;wector space over F, with



the group elements as a basis. Let a = ~ ~ g
~ "" gg fE G

at = ~ f3 hh. Then we define multiplication
A~ G

in FG by aat = E-G EG rx g {3hgh•

Then with these definitions FG is an algebra
over F called the group algebra of 0 over F.
Clearly this algebra has a unit with respect to
multiplication."

We define a subalgebra and a right ideal to
be~a~vector subspace closed under multiplication
and right multiplication by the elements of FG
respectively. Thus if I is a right ideal we must
have IF< I. We could also consider FG as a ring
and define a subring and right ideal in the usual
w¢ .• Thus tit is clear that a ring ideal might aot
necessarily be an algebra ideal. Since we are
concerned vith radicals the folloving theorem i8
relevant:
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Theorem ([?]theorem 39. ) If A is an algebra
over a field F and ~ is a radical property,
then the J-radical of A thGught of as an algebra,
~'exists,and is equal to the S -radical of A,

_thought·'Of'merely as a ring.
Hence, we shall not usually distinguish between

a ring or an algebra iadlcal.
The definitions of left and two sided ideals

are the obvious ones, bearing in mind our definition
of'a right ideal.

Let x e FG and assume that X ,a A( g.
g

We define the Support of x, written as Supp(x) by

Supp(X) I: [g e G ex ~ 0] .'Thus, tor allg

x E Fa, Supp(x) is a finite set and we shall denote
the cardinality ot this set by ISupp(x)1 called the
length ot x.

Let H be a subgroup of G and T a right trans-

--versal to H in G. We shall alwys assume that T
x



contains 1 to represent the coset H. Let x be any
non zero element of FG. Then x can be written
uniquely in the form

n
x = L:: 0( igi' where n ). 1,i=1

o ~ ~. E FHand the g. are distinct elements ot
l. l.

T tor i = 1, 2, •••, n.

We detine this as the H-decomposition of x.
The integer n is called the H-length of x. Note
that if g ~ G, x and xg have the same H-length.
If H is normal in G then gx and x have the same

..

H-length,for all g E G.I~. i~ ha~~.l.~.n:

O~X.d H~th n~.n .PG ha. t le~t n .l~.nt.

of H~length n and such~at their B po~ has non
ze~inte'rse~n Wi~.

~x i\ as \:V'\th'~ ~-" t~ i~ ~~~~ \.
ar_!_the elem~ts refe_r.e~ Clearly in the '
H-decomposition of xgi-

1 one of the gi's is 1 and

thus Supp(xgi -1) f'\ H ~ ¢•
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Chapter 2. The nil radical and nilpotent ideals.

The main source for this chapter is Passman
[181. We begin, however, with a result due to
Ami tsur p.].
Lemma 2.1. Let Q be the rational lield and
·0 aDY group. Then QG is nil 8eroi-simp~e.

Passman was able in [18] to prove the obvious'
generalisation of this result.

Lemma 2.2. Let F be any field of characteristic
zero and G any group. Then FG is nil semi-simple.

For the case of F, a field of characteristic
Pt he proved the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3. If G is a group with no elements
01 order P and F any field of characteristic P
~ben FG is nil semi-simple.

The above lemma gives sU,flicient condi tiona
tor the nil radical of a group algebra to 'be ••1'0.
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We shall give an example to show that these
conditions are not, however, necessary. Let A be
an abelian group with no elements of even order
and let X be the group ~,~ of order 2. Take
a to be the split extension of A by X where t aots
on A by sending each element to its inverse.

Lemma 2.4. If G ia the group desoribed aboye
and F any field of characteristic 2.'hen:
(i) it A is finite, N(FG) Cl F.L g.

g~a

(ii) if A is infinite, N(FG) = {Ole

This example is due to Passman [18]. In a
later chapter we shall see that if A is tor.ion-
-free, Fa has zero Brown-McCoy radical.

In the same paper Passman was also able to
give the following necessary and suffici ••t conditions

for Fa to have no non zero nilpotent ideals.



Theorem 2.5. Let G be a group and F any field
ot characteristic p. If p = 0, FG has no non zero
nilpotent ideals. If p ~ 0, FG has no non zero
nilpotent ideals if and only if G has no tinite
norm~l subgroups of order divisible by p.

ThuB, we are able to determine necessary and
sutfioient conditions tor W(FG) to be zero. We are·
able to determine sufficient conditions tor N(FG)
to be zero. In the next section we shall show that
it is far harder to make such statements about the
Jacobson radical.

22.



Chapter 3. The Jacobson radical.

In this chapter we shall show under what
conditions we can determine a solution to an open
question due to Amitsur. The question is: if.G

.is a group and F any field of characteristic
aero, is Fa Jacobson semi-simple?

The first solution to this question vas
given by C.E.Rickart in [23J using the methods
of Banach algebras. His result was:

Theorem 3.1. Let G be any group and F either
the real or oomplex field. Then FG is Jaoobson
semi-simple.

Amitsur again placed emphasis on the field
in [1] where he first proved our next two theorems.

• Betore stating them however, we must introduce
some nev notation.

," ' ,



Let F be·a field, K an extension field of F
and A an algebra over F. Then ~ = A~ rK .
Theorem 3.2. Let K ~e a separable extension
of F ( of finite or infinite degree ). Then

Theorem ,.,. Let K be a pure transcendental
extension of F. Then J(AK) = NK, where N is equal

" to J(A
K
) I) A and is a nil ideal of A.

Corollary 3.4. ( (11 ) If QG is Jacobson semi-
-simple for Q the rational field then FG is Jaoobson
semi-simple tor any field F of characteristio O.

Corollary 3.5. ( (1]) Let F be a field of charaoter-
-ietic zero and assume that F is a transcendental
extension of the rationale. Th&n FG is Jaoobson

semi-simple.

Proofs of both these corollaries tollow from
-I ~~ :,,:1..

putting A • Fe aDQ using lemma 2.4.



Passman has shown in (18] a similar result
tor F any tield at characteristic p ~ o.

Corollary 3.6. Let F be a tield of characteristic
p # 0 where F is a separably generated non-algebraic
extension ot some subfield K. Then if G has no
elements of order p, FG is Jacobson semi-simple.

The final result in this diroction wae recently
proved in (21J by Passman. \vedetine an algebra A

over a tield F to be nilpotent-free if ~ has no

non zero nilpotent ideals for any extension field
K of F.

, '

Theorem 3.7. Let A be a nilpotent-free algebra
over a field F and let K be an algebraic extension
of F. Then J(A) =ioJ if and only if J(AK) • ~o3.

Using the results of chapter 2 we are able
to see that Fa is nilpotent-free tor any group G
if F is a field of characteristic zero and tor all
groups G such that G has no finite normal subgroup.



of order divisible. by p if F is a tield ot

characteristic p ~ o.

One consequence of these theorems is that
we can assume the field, over which we take our
group algebra, is algebraically closed. For if'we
consider the group algebra of'a group G over a tield
F. FG ~8 Jacobson semi-simple it and only it KG
is Jacobson semi-simple, where K is the algebraic
closure of F. This technique is useful especial11
in the proof of the next lemma and also in the
proof of theorem 5.10. In both cases the proof
depends on the algebraio closure of the field
ooncerned.

r I

Theorem 3.8. (Theorem 5 of (19) )
Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup suoh that GIB

is abelian. Let Fbe an algebraioally cloaed field
ot characteristio p where, it p ~ 0, G/H has no
elements of order p. Then if I is a~ characteristic
ideal of FG, I I: ( II\ FH)FG.



The proofs of theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 3.7 all
use certain properties of fields. This type of
approach, however, has proved so far to be insufficent
to give a complete solution to the problem. In the
remainder of this chapter we shall show that it is
possible to obtain a solution, provided we put a
certain structure ( usually a finite or aolubility
condition ), on the group. If G belongs to a class
~ , and F ia any ~i:eld of characteristic p ~ 1f

where 1T is a set of primes determined by G and ~ .•
Then FG ia Jacobson semi-simple where ~ i8 ~,

"01 , E 01 or R J .

If G E ~ then the following is an immediate
consequence of Maschke's theorem (see for example
[61 ).

Theorem 3.9. Let G be a finite group and F any
field of characteriatic p where, if p ~ 0, G has no

elemeAts of order p. Then FG is Jaoobson semi-
-simple.



If G ~ ~ then we can use theorem 3.7 and set
I • J(FG) and H = c::. 1> in theorem 3.8 to ahow that
FG is Jacobson semi-simple tor any tield F of
characteristic p, provided that G haa no elementa
of order p it p ~ o.

ABefore discussing the class E {7f ve shall
pause to prove a lemma of our own that is a
generalisation of a result of Amitsur contained
in [2]. This is not idle generalisation as ve use
this lemma in its full generality in chapter 6.

Lemma 3.10. Let G be any group, H a normal
subgroup and F any field. LetS be any Bubalgebra
( vith 1 ) of FG. Then, J(S) f) FH ~ J(S I) FH).

Proof. Choose x Eo J(S) 11 FH. Then there
exists a '1 if J(S) auoh that x + y + xy • O.
Let T be any transversal ( with 1 ) to H in G.
Suppose x ~ O. Then y ~ 0 and we assume that

28.
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and the gi distinct elements of T, be the H-decom-

-position of y.

x • - ( 1 + x. )'1' E FH. Thus

x • - ( 1 + x') t>< igi ~ FB and thU8 one ot

the Si'S, g1 say, must be 1 and ( 1 + x ) O(i i.

zero for all i ~ 1. But 1 + x is a unit olB
r:

and hence of FG since x is right-quasi-regular.

Thus, t>( i = o for all i # 1 and thus y E FH.

Let- c E FH 11 S, x e J(S) 11 FH. Then b, the
above xc has a right-quasi-inverse in S 11 FR.
Thus the right ideal of S'" FH generated by x i.
r.q.r. and hence x ~ J(S It FH) as required.

.J

The main consequence of this lemma is that it
enables us to extend results from any class ~
to the class L ~ • For example t the following is
an immediate consequence of lemmas '.9 and ,.10.
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Corollary 3.11. Let F be a field of character-
-istic p and G a locally finite group, where. if p ,i 0,

G has no elements of order p.,'Then FG is Jacobeon
semi;'simple.

We have seen that if G E 01 we can determine
sufficient conditions for a solution. In fact we now
ehow that we are able to obtain sufficient conditione

Itfor a solution when GEE ~ and F i& a field ot

E
~ ,....characteristic zero. The class "I is the class

that Kurosh called SN in [13] and is the largest
class of generalised soluble groups.

ItThe case GEE 0") was first proved by O.E.

Villamayor in [26] and later by J.A. Green and
S.E. Stonehewer:-·in [81. We shall outline the proof'
given in 1:26] and refer to the proo( of ireen and

.Stonehewer in chapter 5. The proof we shall give
actually deals with the case when G belongs to the
class E e where e is the class of all groups
that are locally finite extensions of their centrell.
Betor. IItatiD, the proof'w. shall n••d .om. looal



notation.

'"{ Let R be a ring and S any subring. Tben d(R,S)
=-2- if every exact sequence of R-modules that
splits as a sequence of S-mo~~1es splits also as.
a sequence of R-modules.

Let G b. any group, H a subGroup and T a tran.-
-versal to H in G. We shall say (G,H)F e A it

wbenever X E J(FG) and x = 'L l>< igi' n ~ 1,
i=1

is the H-decomposition of x with respect to the
,transversal T, then the IX i not only belong to

Fa but also are in fact,elements of J(FH) tor
i • 1, 2, •••, n.

In C2~ Villamayor proved some of his results
for F, any ring with certain properties. We shall
not state the proofs in the same generality whioh
Villamayor used. but will restrict ourselves to

, ,
the C&8. when F is a field. We begin with the keT
lemma.
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Lemma 3.12. Let R be a ring and P a Bubring.
Suppose that R is a free left-P-module with ba8is
X = lUi] such that uiP = Pui and the mapping

(9 i: p ~Pi' given by uiP = Pi'ui is an
n

automo~phism of P. If L u.p. tEo J(R) andi=1 1 1

d(R,P) • 0, then Pi 4f J(P) for i a " 2, ••• , n. '

The application of this lemma follows trom

our next lemma due to D.G. Higman.[10].

Lemma 3.13. Let Gbe a group and H a normal
subgroup of finite index, n say. Let F be a field
of characteristic P wher~, if p ~ 0, P does not diTide
n. Then d(FG,FH) = 0 .

Corollary 3.14. ( [26J ) Let G be a group and
H a normal subgroup,':BlIoh,that,l.G/H::.lE L -a- .
Let F be a field of characteristic p where, it p

is not zero, G/H has no elements of order p.
Then (G,H); E A.

"



Proof. This follows from lemmas 3.10,3.12
and 3.13. Villamayor's next lemma shows that
(G ,H)F t; A, when G/H has a series in which each
factor belongs to A.

Lemma 3.15. Suppose a class ~ of groups is
given such that, if G/H E .~ , where H is a
normal subgroup of G, then (G,H)r ~ A for 80m.
tield F. Let G be a group and N a normal subgroup
ot G such that GIN has a series with factors
belonging to ~ • Then (G,N)F ~ A.

Corollary 3.16. Let G be a group, U a normal
subgroup where G/B = N, a free abelian group.
Then if F is any field, (G,U)F E A.

Lemma 3.17. Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup

"

where G/H is locally finite over its centre. Let F
be any field of characteristic p where if p ~ 0,
G/U has no elements of order p. Then (G,H)F ~ A•

Proot. .Let C be the oentre ot GIB. Then C has
a subgroup M/H such that M/H is tree abelian and
elM is locally finite. The result now tollows trom
corollaries ,.14, ,.16 and -,.15.
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~ledefine a class {of' groups such that G

is a e -group if and only if G is locally finite

over its centre. Then clearly ~ ~ ~

Theorem 3.18. Let F be a field of characteristic
1\

zero and G € E e . Then FG is Jacobson semi-

-simple.

Theorem 3.19. Let F be any field of characteristic

zero. If FS is Jacobson semi-simple for all groups

S such that S = [S,S] then FG is Jacobson semi-simple

~or any group G.

The proof of theorem 3.19 follows from 3.15.

Thus, Villamayor has reduced the problem from the

class of all groups to the class of all groups that

are equal to their own derived groups. However, it

appears that he has also removed most of the groups

with a sufficient 'nice' structure for a solution

to be determined by the present knowledge.
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,I Finally, we shall extend some results ot Wallace,
In [z7] Wallace has shown that the group algebra
ot a R ~ -group over a tield of characteristic
p, where it p ~ 0, G has no homomorphic images ot

order divisible by Pt is Jaoobson semi-simple.
We haTe extended this result to show that it F and
G are as above and S is an~ subalgebra of Fa, then
J(8) • [0]. it S is contained in the centre ot Fa.

We begin with a lemma ot o.urown tor the cas.
when G is a tinite group.

Lemma 3.20. Let G be a finite group and let F
be any field ot characteristic p where, it p ~ 0,
tben p"r/a/. Then, if S is any subalgebra contained
in tbe centre ot FG, J(S) = {oj.
Proot. FG is a tinite dimensional vector spac.
over Ft thus, S is a tinite dimensional vector
space over F. Hence, S satisfies the descending
chain condition on right ideals. Thus J(S) i. nil.



Also, by the remarks at the end of 1.3, J(S) is in
tact nilpotent. Assume that J(S) is non zero. Then
S contains a non zero ideal C such that C2 • {oj.

,Let X a [e + C('FG)].,i {oJ. 'Then, X is a non zero
two sided ideal of FG and clearly X2 # [oj.
However, by theorem 2.5, FG has no non zero nilpotent
ideals and we get a contradiction. Thus J(S) • [OJ.

We note that if S is any subalgebra that is
not contained in the centre, J(S) is not neoessarily
zero, even wh,n FG is Jacobson semi-simple.

, " For, let F be the complex field and 0 be the group

< 3 2 b -1 >G a a,b: a == b == 1, a = a • Then FO haa
a left ideal A,a F( 1 + b _a2b - a ) + F( a + ab -b _a2).
The ideal C,a F( a + ab -b _a2) i8 a two sided
nilpotent ideal of A.

I I

We now study the class of residually finite
groups. \ierecall that if G €- R ~ then G has a
tamily .[K:>- :A El'\..] of normal subgroups
auch that G/K). iu tini to for each ~. A., '

K'). < 1} •
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In [27]vJalla.ce studied groups having a family

{H:>. : A Co Il.] of normal subgroups sa tisfyine;

the following conditions:

Ca) t\ H = <1,.' i
'). E- IL A :/.'

Cb) if p, 0" ~,IL

that Ht- ~ HO'" ('\ Hp •

then there axis ts a t: c?7.- euch

If a ER.:&- we can take the family {H,,: ~ ElL]

to be the family {K').:'). ~ It} together with the

intersections of a fini te number of the K A's.

Clearly this family satisfies (a) and Cb).

Let ~ (G) = {IG:H'). I : ~E A) and

'L~ (a) the set of all prime divisors of the elements

of ~ «n, If a ~ 1rr for some set of primes lit

clearly IT Cl 2f (G).

Lemma 3.21. Let G be a group with a family

{H A : A c IL J of normal subgr-oups satisfying

(a ) and (b ) above. For each') ell.. let I~ be

the kernel of the natural homomorphism from FG
to r(GiH). ). Then n

':A~1l
I'). = {oj.



Proof. This is lemma 2.1 of [27] •

Theorem 3.22 Let G be a group with a family
{ H).:).E-Ilj sutisfyin!; (a ) and Cb) above and
such that G/HA is finite of order n:) for all ')..t:! n:
Let F be a field of characteristic p where, if o F p,

G/H'i\ has no elements of order p. Then:

(1) FG is Jacobson semi-simple.

(ii) if S is any subalgebra ( with 1 ) contained

in the centre of FG, then S is Jacobson semi-simple.

Proof. The proof of (i) was given by Wallace in

[27J.

Proof of (ii). Assume false. Let e~ be the natural
-homomorphism from FG to F( GIH /0 ). Then the image, S,

of Sunder e')l. is a auba Lgebra contained in the

centre of F(G/H~). Thus, by lemma 3.20, S is

Jacobson semi-simple. Howe ver J(S) is mapped bye,..

onto a right-quasi-reeular ideal of i. Thus we

must have that J(S) ::; I)\ , the kernel of (9;>.. •

Thus, JCS) ~ f'\ I;>. = .[0] by lemma 3.21 and
':>!~Il..

we have a contradiction.
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Corollary 3.23. Let G E R:J and F any field

of characteristic p \,rhereif P -I 0, p 4- 12f (G).

Then FG is Jacobson sen;i-si,~;pleand if S is any

subalgebra(with :1) of the centre of FG, J(S) = .[03.

\o/erecall that Ewaeawa has shown that free-

-groups belong to R j- for any prime q , VIe use, q

this to prove our final corollary.

Corollary 3.2Lr. Let F be any field and G any

free group. Then FG is Jacobson semi-simple.

Proof. We choose q to be different to the char-

-acteristic of F. 1'hen G Eo R7/ and ;7q is RO-q

-closed ( i.e. if G/He J and G/K G ~q thenq

G/H n K E 5 ). Thus, FG is Jacobson semi-simpleq

by corollary 3.23.

There are certain other classes of torsion-

-free groups whose group algebras over any field

are Jaoobson semi-simple. These will be studied

in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4. The Jacobson radical of the group

algebra of a torsion-free group.

1. In this chapter we are concerned with another

of Amitsur's open questions. If F is any field and

G any torsion-free group, is FG Jacobson semi-simple?

We shall determine for which classes of groups an
affirmative answer can be found.

We can see from theorem 3.8 that if G is a

torsion-free abelian group and F any field then

FG is Jacobson semi-simple. In l25J Stonehewer

extended this result to ShOH that FG is Jacob'son

semi-simple if G is a torsion-free soluble group

and F any field. We shall show in section 3, that

FG is Jacobson semi-simple for any field F if G
Ibelongs to the class of all torsion-free ELjt

" I-groups. Clearly E &7 ~ EL'2't- and since the

former is the class SN*, in the notation of Kurosh

[1~, our result is true for quite a large class

of generalised soluble groups.
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"The class E1"J{. was first studied by Plotkin

in [22J. In [22J Plotkin has shown that every
I

EL n -group has all ascending normal series with

L -n factors •.

We define the following characteristic subgroup

of any group G: The Hirsch-PJ.otkin radical of any

group G is the join of all the locally nilpotent

normal subgroups of G. Then it is well known that

the Hirsch-Plotkin radical is both 1 ~ and also

normal in G. Vie shall use the notation y) (G) to

denote the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of the group G.

"If G E- EL d1... ve shall choose {. Ho-: er<?}
to be the ascending series for G defined by

HO = <1) , H = G and H = Y) (G/H 0"" )P 0-+1
Ho-

for all 1~ O-<f .

In [3] Bov.di has shown that FG is Jacobson

semi-simple if G belongs to the class of SN-groups

\'1i th torsion-free factors. In (14J it is shown that
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FG is Jacobson semi-simple for any field F if G

belongs to the class of all order preserving trans-

-for~ation groups. In the next section we shall

extend both these results by showing that FG is

Jacobson seQi-simple for any field F if G is any
A .,. . 'it-E et' -group where CJ is the class of order

preserving transformation groups.
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2. On =*C5 -groups.

:-'i:
\ve begin with the definition of er -groups.

Let A be any Li.ne az-Ly ordered set. Define Orp (I\... )

to be the group of all functions f: ~ ~ _;1_

such that f is bijective and if x , y c:./'\.. then

the inequality x «: y implies that f (x ) < f (y).

'vie define
,.c:::y-"k
~ to be the class of all groups that

can be embedded as a subgr-oup of Orp (../L ) for

some linearly ordered set, /l

An alternative definition is given by Conrad

[5]; GEe-;;f: if and only if G can be linearly

ordered so that for any a, b, c e G,~a < c

implies that ab < cb. We define a class er by

G ~ ~ if and only if G can be linearly ordered

so that for a, b , c, d E; G- and a < b , then

cad <' cbd.
er~. Also,

The class Cl is clearly contained in
~ /'
~ is not E-closed since the (unrestricted)

{~er -groups is notdirect product of a family of

necessary an ~:'group.

"*Clearly if GE er then G is torsion-free.
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In [16J B. H. Neumann has shown that if G ia any

torsion-free L"}t -group then G e Cl" •

Theorem 4.1. 1\ ~
Let G be any E er -group and

F any field. Then the following are true:

(i) FG has no non trivial zero divisors.

(ii) if x is a unit of FG, then x has length 1.

(iii) if S is any subaleebr~, with 1, of FG, then

J(S) = [0].

Proof. We shall assume that G has a series

IL 0" /v a is an
_:.f,_

rr'"v -group. Let x and y be any

two eLeraence of }'G. He define s(x,y) = the length

of x + the length of y. Clearly s (x,y) ~ 24 ~ >\.;:1 +o,

\1e prove (i) by induction on s(x,y). Let x,y

be any two elements of FG where xy = 0 and x and

yare both non zero.

\ve assume that if s(a,b) < s(x,y), then ab = 0

implies that a = b = O. Clearly i~ s(x,y) = 2, the

result is true. Since if x = IX gg and y = IX' hh



xy = O. Then ex. e D( h :; 0 and since F is a field,

'viehave that C>( r; 01 t>( h :; O.

Assume therefore, that x,y I 0 and xy = 0 where

s(x,y) > 2. Since if xy = 0, then hxyg = 0 for

all h,g tE- G, »re may assume that 1 belongs to both
1\ 1<:Supp (x) and Supp (y). NOi'/ G ~ E er and this implies

that there exists a 0- eA such that

Supp(x) u supp(y)( 1Lcr :; w, Supp(x) U Supp(y)

does not belong to Vcr = V. Choose T to be a

transversal to V in W.

Let the V-decompositions of x and y be

n m
x = L: «,e. y :; L. f3 jhj' where n,m ~ 1,

i=1 J. J. j=1

0 ~ tx i' f3 .E FV and the g. IS and hj's elements of
J J.

T for 1 '$' i ~ nand 1 ::.; j .s m. ill ~ 1 and n ~ 1
;"'''- >("J_O<by,

-l7y-tho choice of 0= E A
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Since 'vIIV <== c;r1-" we can assume that

g1 < g2 < ... < gn and h1 < h2 < ••• < h •m

v« note that gi = hj :::: 1 for some i,j .

Choose 1 and k such that g1hl is the minimal

element of &1h:l' g1h2' ..., gh} and g h1 is1 n n c

the maximal elemont of [8nh1' Snh2' ..., gnhm3 •

Then gihj > g1h1 if (i,j) ~ (1,1) and

si hj < gnhk if (i ,j) ~ (n ,k ) •

n m -1...,-r s
Now xy = 0 = L_ L IX i ( B j) i gih j.

i=1 j=1

For each pair (i, j) wher-e 1 ~ i ~ nand 1 ~ j ~ rn,

we have s( IX ., f-> .) < s(x,y). Thus clearly,
. J. J

-1
s( « it( 13 j)gi ) < s(x,y). Since K i

and IS . are both non zero, we have by induction
J

-1
that IX. i ( [3 j )gi ,£ O. Thus in particular

( a )g-1IX n v..::> le II

is not zero~we clearly get a contradiction to xy = o.



Proof of (ii). We shall show that if x and

yare any two elements of FG such that xy = g for

some g t:: G, then if 1 6 (SuPP(Jd 1\ Supp(y»,

both x and y have lenGth equal to 1.

Clearly this implies part (ii). For if xy = 1

and 1 ~ (Supp (x ) f"\ Supp (y», vie can choose g to

be any element of Supp(x) and h to be any element
of Supp(y). Then (g-1x)(yh-1) = (hg)-1 and thus
-1 -'Jg x and yh are both of leneth 1. This clearly

implies that x and yare both of length 1.

Assume therefore that xy = g, s(x,y) ) 2 and
/\ ~

1 ~ (Supp(x) n Supp(y». Since G ~ E (Y there

exis ts a unique er ~ Jl, such that Supp (x ) U Supp (y)

is contained in !LO' = vI, Supp(x) II Supp(y) ~ Vcr =
= V. Choose T to be a transversal to V in W.
Let the V-decompositions of x and y be,

x = n
L
i=1

IX .s. ,
l. l.

m
y = Z' J3.h. , where n ,m :;,1

j=1 J J

o ~ IX i' f3 j ~ J!"'Vand the Si'S and h j 's are
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elements of T fOl~ 1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j < m , By the

choice of 0- c JL Vie can see that m + n >' 2.

-?l;Since v/v ~ er we can assume that

< h •m

We now choose 1 and k as in the proof of part

(i). Thus, the rrrini ma.L eLemerrt of

and g hI is the maximal elementn c

n m
Then g = xy = 2-- ~

i=1 j::::1
cc • (~

-1
(3 .)8i'l hg. o·J l. J

However, for all (i,j) ~here 1 ~ i ~ nand
-1

~ j ~mt we have IX .( {3 .)gi 10 by part
l. J

1

(i). However , g1hl':: g.h. < e hk if (i,j) I ( 1,1)
J.. J n "

or (i,j) I (n,k). Thus clearly we must have m ::::n = 1,

and we get a contradiction to the choice of CTG:./2;. •

11e have finally to prove part (iii). Let S

be any subalgebra with 1 of FG and assume that

J(S) I [oJ.



If S = 1"1, clearly S ic Jncobson semi-simple.

Assume therefore that S ~ F1. Then there exist a

z i; S such tho.t Bupp(z) ~ [1] • l:Jechoose x E J(S)

such that Supp(x) ~ i11 . This \'le cnn clearly do

as 1 ~ J(S). 1 + X is a unit of S and thus by part

(ii) 1 + x has length 1. Thus, x = -1 + IX g fors
Gome g ~ 1 in G.

Choose an integer n as follows: If the character-

-istic of F is ° then n = 2, other-wise, if the
characteristic of F is P ~ 0, n is the least prime

such that (n,p) = 1. ( (n,p) is the greatist common

divisor of n and p.
xn E J(S) und t:lUS n -1 0( hh forx = + some

h t: G. Thus, the length of xn is at most 2.

D<gg )n and since G is torsion-

-free, 1, ~, and n all distinct and in~ are occur

the support of n Thus the lengld~.of xn is at leastx .
3 and we get a contradiction. Thus, J(S) = {oj.



Corollary 4.2.

Then J(FG)= {oj.

50.
1\ -It

Let Ge E er and F any field.

Proof. This follows from setting S = FG.
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3. Group algebras of torsion-free EL.YL -groups.

Throughout this section we will assume that

F is any field. vIe shall prove that the group
.-

algebra of a torsion-free EL~ -group over F
is Jacobson semi-sinple. We begin with a lemma that

shows in greater detail the structure of a counter-

-example, should one exist.

Lemma 4.8.. Let G be any group such that the

Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G is torsion-free and greater

than <1'>. Let F be any field such that FG has a

non trivial\Jacobson radical. Then, there exists

a subgroup, G1, of G sucn that FG1 is not Jacobson

semi-simple and the centre of G1 is non trivial.

Proof. Note t!:1.atwe shall not assume that G is

torsion-free, only that H, the Hirsch-Plotkin radical

of G, is torsion-free,
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If G has a non trivial centre then G = G1,

will do. If not, choose x to be any non zero element
of J(FG). Choose T to be a transversal to H in G.

Then x can be written uniquely in the form
n

x = L:. 1>(. g . , whez-e 11 ~ 1, 0 -j D( . E FH andi=1 ~ ~ ~

the g.'s distinct eLemen ts of T for 1~ i~ n.
J..

Cho csc x E J(FG) of minimal I-I-lengthamong

the non zero elements of J( FG). I.;/ecan assume that
one of the gi's, g1 say, is 1 since J(FG) is an

ideal of FG.

Each e<. E Fli, and thus can be written uniquelya

in the form IX .; = ~ fS· .h. . , where
... j=1 ~,J ~,J

o .p f3 . • Eo F and the h. . belong to H.1,J ~,J

Let H(x) be the subgroup

H(x) =
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V/e can multiply by h €- H to ensure that h1 1,
is not 1. Thus we may assume that H(x) I <1).

H(x) is thus a finitely generated group and

hence nilpo~ent. Let Z I (1) be the centre of H(x).
;u.~y

Choose h to be any non ~ element of Z. Then,
hx - x C; J (FG ) •

nL IX.. .[h,,,,.-']g.• 'l'hue,clearlyi=1 ~ ~ ~

h
x - x = L. o; . ( 1 - [h, g .-1] )g. • H is a normal

i=2 ~ ~ ~

- [-1subgroup of G and thus h,gi J~ H. Thus, by the

hchoice of x, x - x = O. Hence by uniqueness

rx. . ( 1 - rh,g . -1, ) = 0 for 2 ~ i ~ n ,~ I-J ~.....l '"'

However, H is torsion-free nilpotent and thus

by 06]. Thus by theol~em 4.1 (i), FH

has n6 non trivial zero divisors. We assumed

fX i I 0 and ·thusCft,ei -1] = 1 for 2 ~ i s: n.



Thus t h commutes vii th [;i for 1 ~ i< n ,

If we set 01 = <H(x), gi: 1~ i~ n> s

~hent by lemma 3.10., FG, is not semi-simple

and clearly Z is contained in the centre of G1•

Theorem 4.4. 1et G be any torsion-free
,.
E1 ~ -group and F any field. Then FG is

Jacobson semi-simple.

Proof. We assume that the theorem is false.

Choose F to be any field for which there exist

counterexamples and let Li be the collection
~of all EL ~ -groups \Iith non trivial centres

whose group algebra over F is not Jacobson semi-

-simple. Then '\1 ~ ¢ by lemma 4.3.~

\"eshall in fact find a group G*
suoh that if H* = l? (G*) then H* is the centre

of G*. Assuming that we have found G* the rest

of the proof proceeds as follows:

Let L/H* be the Hirsch-Plotkin radioal of

54.



G*/H*. Then L is ~ormal in G* and L/H* is locally

nilpotent. H* is the centre of G* and thus L

is locally nilpotent. Renee, L = H* = G*. Thus,
G· t; L)1, and since G* is tOl~sion-free GE- ~.,

t!wJ.
a contradiction to the second result of theprem

4.1. '

Thus, to prove our result we must find such

a G·. We begin by choosing G E ~ and let H be

the Hirsch-Plotkin radical o~ G. Choose T to be

a transversal to H in G. Then for each non zero

element x of J(FG) we will assume that the

H-decompo~ition of x is

x = ()(i E FH •ex .g., 0;£
J. J.

Let N denote the centre of G. Then N ~ H

and so we can choose a transversal, S, to N in

H. Now for each i, D( . ~ 0 and so we can assume
.J.

is the N-decomposition

55.
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of tx. i \'li th respect to S t for 1 ~ i ~ n,

n
Let sex) ::: 2 m(i). Define rex) to be the

i=1

ordered pair (n ,« ex»). Choose x G J(FG) such that

rex) is minimal with respect to the lexicographic

ordering ~
+ +on Z X Z , among the non zero

elements of JeFG).

Then define l'(G) = rex) and choose G E 1t
such that l1 eG) is rr.inir;;al \,Ii th respect to ~

among the elements of 1f . For this G choose

x t;; J(FG) such that rex) = reG) and, in the H-

-decomposition of x, g, = ~1,1 =,. This we can

clearly do since rex) = r (xg ) for all g €; G.

Let G" ::: (' N9 h. .g. : 1 .:;; j ~ ID (i ),
1.,J 1.

1 <' i ~ n> . Then 1 t;; N*, the centre of G*

and H f\ G·'::;: H*, the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of

G*.
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Now by lemma .3.10, x ~ J(FG*) and thus G'"e- -s
Also h. .g. and h. 19. be Long to the same cosetJ.,J J. J., l.

of H'" in G*. Let this coset be B·g·" where g*.l. l.

•

belongs to some transversal T* to H* in G*, for

Thus, h. .g. can be written un i qu e.Ly in thel.,J l.

fOl~mh. .g. :::;n". .h ". .g"'. , wher-e n*. . E N* andl.,J l. l.,J l.,J J. J.,J

h *. . belongs to a transversal S'~ to N'" in Blil.
l.,J

W.L.O.G. aSsume that h* = 1. Then x can be written1 ,1

in the form n m(i)
X= LL

i=1 j=1
(2 * h" ...I....;;>. .n . . . .g ..•

l. , J J. , J J. ,J ::"J.

Thus by the choice of G and 11, the g*.'s are
J.

distinct and by the choice of x, for fixed i, the

h " .. '5 are distinct. VIe set 12l., J ,..;1 '" = f3 . .n ". .•i,j 1.,J 1.,J
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Let B denote the subgroup

(,N"', h* .. : 1 ::;; j ~ m(i), 1.s; i ~ n).
l.,J

Then B <. H..... Also, B/W' is finitely generated

and thus B/N"\ is nilpotent .. Clearly, since N* is

the centre of G<I<, B is nilpotent. Also, N'" < M,
where M is the centre of B.

Let IX. tit.
1.

Then choose

g ~ N. Since J(FG"') is an i ea.L of FG", x - xg

belongs to JeFG·). However,

t<. >1<. ( 1 - [g ,g* .-1] )g*l.".l. l.

[g,g\ -1] E FH'" for 1 s: i ~ n since H* is normal

in G<I<and thus x - xg = 0 by the choice of x minimal.

Thus, by uniqueness D<.". ( 1 - [S,g"'. -1 ] ) = 0
l. l.
, Ju.Cf'GfVI..

for 2 ~ i ~ n , Hence, by J:.emm..a 4.1 (i) we must

have [g,g*i-J = 1 and thus g E N*. Thus, N* = N.

Let KIN be the centre of B/H. Then choose k .
I~

to be any non ~ element of K.
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k
Then x = +

n
+ L. (

i=2
" -. )k k • -1] •,g. g .•

l. l. l.

1 r h* -1A so ~c, 1 ., J (E~. for all 2 ~ j s-m(1) since

~iS the centre of ~and ~,g\-1J c- HO<for 2 ~ i ~n

1. le ()since H* is norQa in G¥. Clearly x - x ~ J FG*

k
and x - x = m (1 )

~
j=2

+

::: 0 by the choice of x.

Thus, 0*1' (1-[k,h*1 .-1]):::Oand
~ ~J ,J

1 " i ~ n ,

Hence ::: ( I>(

and all k ~ K.
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Hence the number of conjugates of each h", .s".
J.,J J.

under transformation by the elements of K cannot

exceedlsupp C oc "'i) • Thus KICK n N·) ;::KIM

is finite. However, B is nilpotent torsion-fr~e

and thus by v51 each factor of the upper central

series of B is torsion-frae. lienee K/11 is also

torsion-free and thus K ::N ::B.

Thus each of the 0( -. "s belongs to FN*.J.

hChoose h E n*. Then x - x E' J(FG*).

* [ ¥ -1 Ii< [. -1]!>( i h,S i ] g i t whez-e g,g. i .~ 11*.

x -
n

=L
i=2

by the choice of x. Renee for i = 2, 3, •••t n

then :icnplies that since p<. '"i ;. 0, we must have

that [h,g* i-1J ;::1, for 2 ~ i,:s. n. Hence h Eo N*

and thus N· ;::H* and ve have found the required G*.
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Chapter 5. Twisted group algebras.

1. In this chapter we introduce another ~

associative algebra which can be formed from a

group and a field. In fact it is a generalisation

of the usual group algebra defined in chapter 1.

tLet F be a field and G a group. vie let F G

denote the twisted group algebra of Gover F.
That is, FtG is an associative algebra over F

with basis {x : X($ Gj and with multiplication

defined by

';/ (x,y)xy ¥ whe re {f (x,y~ belongs

to F* = F - .[ 0] •

The associative condition is equivalent to

(ii) )f(x,yz) (j'(y,z) ;;: (f(x,y) (5 (xy,z).

If all t(x,y) ;;: 1 then FtG is in fact FG.

In the main part of this chapter we will

study the radicals of certain twisted group algebras.



We will in fact, prove the obvious analogues of the

results in chapters 2 and 3.

Before we commence our study, however, we note

the following le~ma concerned with the structure of

FtG. This \'lasfirst proved in [20J.

Lemma 5.1. Let F be any field ~nd G any group.

Let x be any element of G. Then:

?:f -1~·(i) 1 = (1,1) 1.

(ii) ~-1 ~(171)-1 ?( , -1 )-1--=-1x :;: ,x,x x =

?rC1,1)-1 2((x-1 )-1 -1= ,x x •

Thus, we can see that FtC is an associative

algebra. with 1.

62.



2. The nil radical and nilpotent ideals.

The results of this section are taken from

D. S. Passman [20]. 'de begin \d'ch a result on the
nil radical.

Theorem 5.2. Let G be any group. Then if F is
any field of charucteristic p such that F is algebraic-

t-ally closed, F G has a non zero nil radical ioplies

that p > 0 and G has an element of order p"

Thus, theorem 5.2 gives sufficient conditions

for a twisted group algebra to be nil semi-simple.

As in chapter 2, we are unable to determinenecesaary
conditions.

Before turning our attention to nilpotent ideals

we must define the following characteristic subsets

of a group G: D.. O(G) = {g e G : I G: e G(g)l is finite} •

g has fini te order] •
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~~11ows f.. Onl DietztllEtnfi'S lemma that

.4 0(0) and--A 1(6) tile clh:.racteristie subgroups

of Q.

Our fin~l result in this section is the main

resul t of [20J. ive as sume F is algebraically closed.

Theorem 5.3, Let G be a 'roup, F a field of

characteristic p and ptG, the twisted group algebra.

Then if F is of characteristic zero ~J(Ji,tG) = [0].

If F is of characteristic p > 0 then the following

hold:
(a) tvJ(F G) =

where the union is over all finite normal subgroups

1-1 0 f G wi th M ~ Ll (G) •p

(c) vlCFtG) = [0] if and only if Ll (G) = <1) .
p

Thus, as in chapter 2, we can determine necessary

and sufficient conditions for FtG to have no non

zero nilpotent ideals.



3. Subgroups.

In this section we shall determine the relation-
-ship between J(FtG) and J(FtH) where H is a normal

subgroup of G and G/H is either abelian or finite.

~le shall assume that F is an algebraically closed

field of characteristic p. The source for this
section is again [20].

Lemma 5.4. Let H be Cl. normal subgroup of G
of index n. Then

Lemma 5.5. Let H be a normal subgroup of G of

index n. Assume that nand p are coprime. Then,

If H is any subgroup of G we are able tp prove

the following analogue of lemma 3.10.

Lemma 5.6. Let H be a subgroup of G. Then
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v/eare also able to prove the following:

Theorem 5.7. Let G be a Group, H a normal sub-

-group such that G/E is abelian and assume that if

p ~ O. GIR has no ele leuts of order p. If I is any
tcharacteristic ideal of F G, then

In the next chapter \<le zhall study the Jacobson

radical of FtO, wher-e G b eLorigs to so ,e class -3t

'vIe shall ShO'oI,for certain co ••di tions on the field
tF, that F G is Jacobson se;r:i-sirlipleif ~ is the

class .::t , E &1 1\
or E c:91 •

\le recall that in chap t er- 3 it was shown that

FG is Jacobson se, i-simple for certain F, if 0 E: R 'J-
We have been unable to prove this result for twisted

group algebras. The reason why the analogue of theorem

3.22 does not work will be shown in the next section.



4. The Jacobson radical.

In this section we shall study the Jacobson

radical of FtG. Our first result enables us to apply

Theorem 3.7. Theorem 3.7, we recall, states that if
A is a nilpotent-free algebra over F, and K the

algebraic closure of F, J(A) ={O} if and only if

Theorem 5.8. Let G beny group and F any field

of characteristic p. If P = ° Fta is nilpotent-free.

I! p# 0, FtG is nilpotent-free if and only if

This is proposition 2.1 of [21].

Thus, we can clenrly see that the proofs of

our first two results follow from section 3 by

an application of theorems 3.7 and 5.8.

Theorem 5.9. ([21]) Let F be a field of character-

-istic p and G e L:;J- • Then if plO, FtG is

Jacobson semi-simple if and only if G has no element
tof order p. If p = O,J(F G) = {O].
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The proof follows by putting H = <1> in

lemma 5.5. We then use theore~s 5.8, 3.7 and lemma
5.6 to obtain the proof.

Before our next t~eorem? which is concerned with

the class E <51 ,ue shall need to prove a lemma

that will enable us to use induction.

Lemma 5.10. ([21]) Let H be Ll. normal subgroup

of G Hi th GIR €: 61 . Suppose that J(FtH) = [0)
for some field F of cheracteristic p, where, if p

is not zero, G has no elements of order p. Then

The proof is Siven by Passman in [21J. Passman

then used this lemma and induction on the derived

length of the group G, to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.11. ( [21] ) Let G If- E eT( and F any ,

field of characteristic p Hhere, if plo, G has no

element or order p. Then FtG is Jacobson semi-simple.



Let G be a group and H a normal subgroup.

Then the natural homomorphism from G to GIH

induces a group algebra homomorphism from FG to

F(G/H) • However, there is no similar twisted group

algebra homomorphism from ptG to ptCG/H) unless

H = <'1> or FG ::FtG. This f0110\'16from the fact that

the coset representative chosen determines the field

element introduced into the multiplication. Thus, if

we attempt to copy the proof of theorem 3.18, we will

be unable to prove the analogue of theorem 3.15 for

FtG. However, we are still able to determine sufficient

conditions for Fta to be Jacobson semi-simple when
1\G ~ E <9{ • \'le do this by a ethod whd ch as similar

to that used in [8J by Green and Stonehewer.

If we attempt to prove the analogue of theorem

3.22 we are unable to copy the proof given there.

However, we have so far been unable to prove the

analogue of lemma 3.21.
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Theorem 5.12. Let P be any field of characteristic

zero and G Eo E en • Then ptG is Jacobson semi-simple.

Proof. By theorems 5.8 and 3.7 Vie can assume

that F is algebraically cloced, since FtG is nilpotent

free. Assume that FtG is no:(;Jacobson semi-sil1lple and
....

choose x to be any non zero element of J(F~G). Then ft

x can be written uniquely in the form

~ 1, 0 ~ .A i ~ F and

the gi '5 are distinct eLeraerit.s of G, for 1 ~ i ~ n ,

J..

Since J(F~G) is an ideal, we can set x' to be
'\. -1- -1 t \

x /\ 1 g1 • Then x ' ~ J(F G) and g1 = 1. Also,

~ 1S'1 is the unit of Fte. -;;-1 exists by lemma

5.1.
Let H;:; <Supp (~);> • Then H E E et 1\ Elt·

Thus, H has a series r /t_ er- , Ver ; o-eA3 such

tha t Il...r IV er is cyclic of prime order. Since H

is fini tely gener-at ed , H = /LIA) for some tv ~./L . •
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Let N = V(JJ • Then H = <N,t> whez-e tP E N.

Now each 0 -j x E- }"'tH can be v/ri tten uniquely in

the form

Let.;U be a prin;;'ti ve pch root of 1 in F.

Then ~ defined by

E.::l -.Le. t :!'J l- ---'l.). 0 J.J.=

.1. • • " ""tHis an B.U ...cmoz-pna sm 01 .1.1 ..

Let r,. J.mi n. G N, 0 ~ m ~ p-1.= n." 9°i lo J. i

Then since g1 = 1 , n~ = 1~ '11
1 = 0.

I

n --
x' = L e. 'er ( .Io.illi)-1 tmin. '" n.

i=1 J. J. a •

Since H = < SUPl)(x'}A there exists mj -I 0, say

m2 -I O. Then by Lemma 5.6, x ' E JO,tIl) and since

J(",tH) . . .... 1 n FtH~ loS an 1nvar:tent J.ctea or ,
s;

belongs,to J(F"G).
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Thus, y ::::;x c - jJ.A-nl2xE J(ptn) and has

smaller length than x. Also y is non zero.
/I

It f'oLl.owe that there exists a E &1- group M t where

M is a subgroup of G, and an element of FtM of

length 1, which clearly leads to a contro.diction.

Corollary 5.12. Let F be B.y field of characteristic
1\zero and G a finite extension of a E ai-group.

Then FtG is Jacobson semi-simple.
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Chapter 6. The Bro~m-}JcCoy radical.

In this chapter we are concerned with the

Brovm-HcCoy radd caL of FG. lIerecall that the

Brown-I'lcCoy radical of a ring R is the maximal

B-regular ideal of R. a E R is defined to be

B-regular if the two sided ideal, Bea) is equal

to the whole rine ,..,
Not e that if R has a unit.L".

B(a) = [L: xi( a + 1 )y. : :\:. , y. E R and sum
i J. J. J.

finite)

It is clear that B-reg'la_ity is the :nost

difficult of the throe radical properties that

we are studying. Ir. fact, nearly all our results

I depend on sh01.Jinetha t FG is Br-own-d-ie Coy semi-

-simple if an~ olly if S is Jacobson semi-simple

for some subalgebra ,S, contained in the centre

of FG. \</eare t hen able to deter~,1ine sufficient

conditions for J(S) to be zero provided that G

belongs to a certain class of groups.

74.
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We begin by studying the class ZA. G is defined

to be a ZA-group if and only if G has an ascending

central series. We are able to show that if GG ZA

and F is a field of characteristic p, FG is Brown~

McCoy semi-simple if G is torsion-free or if p does

not belong to a certain set of priJ.es, determined by

G.
",

ZA ~ E CI7. owe ver , we have been unable to

extend our results totha larger class. In fact,

\'le are stillt.wab~eto obtain a complete solution

when G is any metabelian group.

The main reason for this difficulty in extending

our result is that the proof of one of our key le~mas,

Lemma 6.1, depends on the ascending central series in

G being central. Further, we can determine no apparent
,/

reason why G ~ E67 i!Jplies the centre of FG is

grea ter than F1. tilehave however, been 'INlableto

prove. that FG is Brow1-;·jcCoyse .ii-simple for some

special types of ne tabeLaan gl~oups.

~le are also able to shew t at FG is Brown-

-llcCoy semi-si npLe if G is any R -t -group and F
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a field of characteristic P, where p is deternined

by G.

\ole recall that if G is a soluble group wi th

the maximal condition thon G is polycyclic and hence

H -j-. If we study soluble Croups \'liththe min i.: al

condition however, we have been unable to obtain

a solution. VIer-eca.Ll,that i~ soLubLe group wit the

minimal condition is a finite extension of a divisible

abelian group. \ie are abLe to show that if it is a

cyclic prime extension of a ivisiblc abelian group

then iiohas a Bz-own-LcCoy sec:.ii-si;';lllealgebra over

a field of suitably chocen characteristic.
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2. On ZA-groups •

....!e begi n v;ith t.wo key Lemmas ,

Lemma 6.1. Let G be any ZI-e;roup and F any

field. Assume that {V~: I>(:::'? J is any

ascending central se~ies of G. Let S (> 0) be

a vee tor subspace of FV:x. for 50.0 IX. -t(._f ,

satisfying,

(i) ifs ~ Sand g -1
G 7 then g ag ~ Sand

(ii) if s E Sand h ~ Vc< ' then sh ~ S.

Then Sn Z j {oj , where Z is the centre of

Proof. Assu~e that the lenma is false. Let

IX be the first oz-di i aL fo~ \!hich there exists

such an S ~ FV"" w it h S II Z = [a}. 'llhen if

S f\ 'V/3 = {OJ. For if not, S" = S f) FVa

is a vector subspace of FV~ satisfying (i) and

(ii) above and S* n z = S f\ FVS t\ Z= [0],

contradicting '~he cl oiee of IX • Thus, clearly

P\ is not a limit ordinal and thus 0( is equal

to '0 + 1, for If > 1.
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C~oose x to be any non zero element of S.

Then x can be written uniquely in the form

x = 'f: e.g., n ? 1, 0 -I
J. J.i=1

i E FVlf and the

8'i'S belonging to some transversal T, to VlI'in

V ~ +1. Choose x fro 11 c GonG the non zero elements

of S such that n, the V~ -len th of x, is minimal.o
-1\'/e can assume that 151 :;: 1, since if not XS1 E S

by condition (ii).

Wenow fix 8" g2' ••• , gn as they occur

in the H-deco[jiposi tion of x , ~le define a set X

by X = {Y : y::; ~ 18'1 .,. • 28'2 ...... + ~ n[';n6 S

Then X -I .[0] since x E X. Let S1 be a subset

defined by 31 ::; ¢1: there exist + 2 ' ~ 3

••• , ~ G FV and y'\"n (/

belongs to X.}

/
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Then S1 > {oj 7 since e- 1 E' S1. v/e now

claim that S1 is a vector subspace of FV¥ satis-

-fying (i) and (ii).

Lete/; 1 and be any two elements of

of S,••Then there exists an x and an Xl belonging

to X such that

Xl = Ig for somen n'

~ 2' ~ 3' ..., ~ n'

belonging to FV(f

Then x :t x ' <; Sand

j., I, ... , j, I

~3 <f/n

Thus X + Xl ~ X and hence ~ , ± f l' € S1·

\'/e now show that $1 satisfies (i). Choose
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81 and g E G. 'I'hen there exist ~ 2'

3' •.• , ~ n beLorrgi ng to FV 3' and x ~ X

such that

x = ~ 191 + er 2g2 -:-... + f ngn e s.
-vg -1 (

~
)g ( f (;J' -1

.no = s xg = 1 -I- 2 ) <:> [g ,s2 ' J g2 +

+ ••• + (f )g ,-1 _re,s, 1 u t: S, since Sn L! 11 _ n

satisfies (i).

[
-1

Howeve r , 5,51 J (f V tf for 2 ~ i ~ n,

since [Vc<: V':,IJ is a cetral series of G.
Thus, xg ~ X and consequently ( ~ 1)g ~ 81

and 81 satisfies (i).

Thus it is clear that 81 is a vector subspace

satisfying (1). \'[e now S 01:1 t.ha t it satisfies (ii)

also.

Choose ~ 1 t; 81 and h G Vo. Then there

exis t ¢ 2' P 3? ••• t t n ~ FV~ and Y E X
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such that y == )\ 8 ~ S.'fnn
Then yh ff S, since S satisfies

-1Al . gyh = ~ 1h81 + ~2(h) 2 g2

(ii) and

+ ••• + g •n

Since V~ is nor-maL in G for each ()E:.? '
-1

~

-1
hgi E V'(f and thus "hgi ~ F'V for all

J. ?f

2 ~ i ~ n. Thus, xh ~ X and
~ 1h E 81 as

required.

Now by the cho i.ce of IX we must have that

S1 t\ Z f. O. ~Je th n C ioo se e 1 to be any

'non zero element of this intersection. Then there

exist C7 2' e 3" ••• ,

y ~ X such that

However, y - ye E S for nll g ~ G and

J.
" - (e ")g[g .s. -1_]) g".

J. J. l.
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Clearly, ( e . - (~

and thus by the choice of n ninimal, we must have

y - yg = 0 for all g G. G. Thus Y (i; S n Z and

we have a con tr-add cc Lcn , Hence, S f\ Z ~ [0] as

required.

Lemma 6.2. Let R bo a ring vIi th 1, B the Brown-

-McCoy radical of R a Z the centre of R. Then,

B 1\ Z ::: J (Z) t wh er-e J (Z) denotes the Jacobson

radical of Z.

Proof. If B 1\ Z = .(0] t.ho Lemma is trivial.

Assume, therefore, t.h a t B f\ z,£ I;.OJ. Choose x

to be any non zero elenent of the intersection.

We aim to show that the ri ht ideal of Z generated

by x is right-quasi-regular. Let a = xz for z ~ Z.

-a ~ R and since a ~ B, for SOle x , , y. e R
~ ~

and some integer n » 0

n n
-a = t: x. ( a + 1 )y .• Thus, a = L (a + 1 )X'Yii::1 J. ~

i=1 J. .



n
= ( a + 1 )L x.y. =: - ( a + 1 )r, whez-e

i=1 ~ ~

n
r = L x.y .•

i=1 ~ ~

Then a + ar + r =: 0 for rE R and so a is
right-quasi-regular in R. T,'Je now ahow that l' ~ z.

Choose y to be any ele~ent of R. Then,
ye a + r + ar ) ~ ( a -I- ar -I- r)y = O.

i .e. yr - ry + a (yr -ry ) =: 0 sine e a E Z

Thus u = yr - ry =: -au = (r + ar)u

= ~ + ra)u = ru -I- ( -ru ) =: o.

Thus, y commu t es w i th I' and thus r t;.. z.
But a = xz and z was chosen arbitrarily in Z and

thus xZ is a. right-quasi-regular right ideal of Z

and thus contained in J(Z).

In the next section we shall prove our main

two theorems. It is in tho proof of this theorem

that we use lem~a 3.10 in the 6enerality in which

we proved it. We also use certain properties bf

~ f\ ¥L -groups, with which He begin the section.
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Lemma 3.10 implies that in order to determine

the Jacobson semi-simplicity of Z, we need only

consider sufficient conditions for Z ~ FH to be

Jacobson semi-simple for any ~~group H of G.
Clearly if G E ZA, then H is a 1f\ n -Group.

Theorem 6.3. Let G be a polycyclic group.

Then, G is an R ::trr -urou]? for some fini te set

of primes 1T • Further, if G is torsion-free, IT

can be chosen to be any prire p.

Pr-o of , This f'o Lf.ows directly from theorems

E and F of [24].

The set 1T is constructed in the proof of

this theorem and, as Robinson has pointed out,

there exists a certain degree of choice as to

which primes occur. Let 'to (G) = {. IT :

such that G is an R '5rr -group].

Let ~ (G) = /\ IT
tt« 1.iJ (G)

•



Let G be a group and H ~ ~ f"\ n a normal

subgroup of G. 'vie define a set of primes A(G) by

A(G) = any prime p if G is torsion-free, and A(G)
is equal to v~(H) where -che intersection

H

ranges over all normal subgroups H such that

Then A(G) is ~ ( possibly infinite) set of

primes. We now prove the main result of this chapter.

Theorem 6.4. Let G be a ZA-group and F any field

of characteristic p where, if p ~ 0, p ~ A(G).
Then FG is Broi'ln-NcCoy seai-simple.

Proof •. Assu[e not. Let B ~ [oJ denote the Brown-

-t<cCoy radical of FG. Then by lemma 6.1, B n Z ~ [0]

where Z denotes the centre of FG. Lemma 6.2 then

gives J(Z) ;£ [0]. Choose x to be any non zero element

of J(Z) and let H be the subgroup of G generated by

the support of x , Since x e z, x = xg for all g~. G.

Then H is a normal subgroup of G. G E ZA and

thus G € L n ,[1LI-J. 'l'henH e ~ 1\ di, By the
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well used lemma 3.10, J(Z" FH) -I {oj. However-,

z 11 FH is a subalgebra ( \-/itil 1 ) contained in the

centre of Fil. H ~ Rgil for some fini te set of

primes IT such that p ~ IT • Since F is a field

of characteristic p, J(Z (\ FIT) = {o1 by lemma

3.23. Thus ve have a contradiction.

Theorem 6.5. Let F be any field and G any torsion-

-free ZA-group. Then FG is BroVln-HcGoy semi-simple.

Proof. By definition ve can choose A(G) to be

any prime p. Let A(G) be the least prime different

to the characteristic of F. Then the result follows

from theorem 6.4.
Alternatively we have that lemmas 6.1 and

6.2 imply that J(Z) ;£ {oj and since ZA:{. L ~

ve can use theorem 4.1 (ii-j) to obtain a contradiction.

Since if G is a torsion-free L;J1 -group then G

belongs to a" by [16J.



I'/eare now able to prove tho following result

in the case when G is periodic.

Theorem 6.6. Let G be a periodic ZA-group and
F a field of characteristic p, where if p ~ 0, G

has no finite normal subsroup whose order is divisible
by p. Then FG is Brown-McCoy semi-simple.

Proof. Assume not. Let B -,£ [OJ denote the Brown-
-McCoy radical. Then, as in the proof of theorem

6.4, we get that J(Z) -,£ [oj , wher-e Z is the centre

of FG. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the

support of x where x is any non zero element of

J(Z). x = xg for all g G G and thus H is a normal

subgroup of G. H ~ ~ ~ ~ -group and thus H is

finite. By lemma3.10, xe: J(Z fi FH) and thus

z ~ FH is not Jacobson semi-simple. However, lemma

3.20 now gives a contradiction.
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3. On.metabelian groups.

vie begin \-/ith the folloY/ing technical lemma:

-r4wu, .. ,~
Lelu.lla 6.7. Let G be any abelian group and F
any field of characteristic p whe re , if p ~ 0, G

has no elements of order p. Then if S is any sub-

-algebra with 1, of FG, J(S) = {oj.

Proof. If H is a subgroup of G it is clear from
~ . Tha,""'__
1-e1nrtw. 3.7 and the remarks following letfttl16:3.8, that

J(FH) = (0).

Assume that J(S) is non zero and choose x to be

any non zero element of J(S). Let H be the subgroup

of G generated by the support of x. Then since

Supp(x) is a finite set, H is finitely generated and

thus H = A X D, where A is finite and B is free abelian.

Let IT be the set of all prime divisors of the

order of A. Then BIER ~7T and thus B has a

family [Ho-; o:e A] such that f\ Ho- = (1)
O-~/l.

and BIH er is a finite TI-group. Each Ho- is in

fact normal in H and thus H has a family of normal



subgroups, [ Ho- : (rE /'L} such that H/H a- is a

fini te 1T -group and th, satisf~ condi tiona (a)
~and (b) of l~3.22. By the initial conditions,

and thus by Lemma 3.22 we have J(S 1"'1 FH)

is zero. Lemma 3.10 gives a contradiction.

The main application of this lemma is the follow-

-ing result:

Lemma 6.8. Let G be 8. group and H an abelian n~~

subgroup of finite index in G. Let F be a field of

characteristic p where, if p ~ 0, G and G/H have no

elements of order p. Then if B denotes the Brown-.

-11cCoy radical of FG, B f\ FH =: [0].

Proof. Assume not and l~t x~denote any element

of the intersection. We can write x uniquely in the

n
form x = L

i=1
I\. .g., n ~ 1, 0 f. ). L!. F and~~ ~ ~ ~

the g. 15 distinct eLemen ts ofH_.-'.Since B Ii FH is
~
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an ideal of}'lIwe can assume that one of the g.'s,
3.

g, say, is'. Let h1, h2, ••• , hm be a complete

set of coset representatives to H in G. Then,

A,1 +
n
L
i=2

1\ )h'/\ .(g. J, 1:::" jE=' m.
l. l.

m
Let y = t:"

j=1
h·x J. Then y

In

=Lj=1
n

Li=1
I\. h·.I'.(g.) J

3. l.

= ·m
TIl n hA 11 + L >). .(g.) j.j=1 W l. J.

'- Then y is a non zero element of the centre
of FG, by the choice of F. y c:; B 1\ FH fl Z, wher-e

Z is the centre of FG. Thus by lemmas 6.2 and 3.to

y ~ FH (\ J(Z) $ J(Z 1\ FH).

Z n FH is a subalgebra with 1 of FH and thus
by lemma 6.7 J(Z n FH) =[0]. This gives a contra-
-diction and thus B f\ FH = £0).

Thus we have seen that if H is a subgroup of
finite index in G such that H is abelian, then
BI1 FH = lo). y/e shall use this result to sho\'l
that for certain conditions on F and a, B(rG) = .[0].
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Lemma 6.9. Let G be a grouPJH~ a normal subgroup

such that H is a divisible abelian group and G/H is

cyclic of prime order. Let F be a field of character-

-istic p where, if p ~ 0, G and G/H have no elements

of order p. Taen :c....G is Bro\·m-HcCoy semi-simple.

Proof. Assume that the lemma is false and let
B ~ (.03 denote the J3rol,m-EcCoy r-add co.L of l:'G. Choose

x to be any non zero element of B and let T be a

transversal to -1 in G such that T contains 1.

Let the H-decomposition of x be

x =
n
L.
i=1

D< .g. , n
l. l.

~ 1, 0 -I tx.. i E PH and the

g. Is distinct elements of T for 1 ~ i ~ n ,
l.

Choose x from anong the elements of B such that x

has I inimal H-length. W.L.O.G. we can assume that

Let h t£ hH. Then x = n
Li=1

tX .[h,g.-1]g. E B_,
l. l. l.

Since B is an ideal ef FG. Also [h,gi-1] c H for

1 tG i,;: n , since H ~ G.
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Thus, h B andx - x E-

h
n·

rh ,gi-1 ] )gix - x = L: b< i ( 1 - and by the
i=2

choice of h o. Thus, h for all h H.x, x - x :;: x = x E

Let g ~ Supp(x). Then g has only a finite

number of conjugates under conjugation by the

elements of H. The nUr.1bero~ conjugates of g. is

bounded by the length of x. Thus, the index in H

of e HC Supp(x» = [h E H: gh = g for all g

belonging to supp(x)} is finite. Hence, since H

is divisible, H = e n(SuPP(x».
: .

centre of K and "/E is a subgroup of G/R. Thus,

either K = H, or K = G. If K = H, x ~ B ~ FH and

we get a contradiction to ler=a 6.8. If K = G,

G/H is cyclic gr-oup, < Ht> say, and n ~ Z1 (G).

Thus f G = < H, t > and clearly G is abelian. Thus

FG is co~mutative and B(FG) :;:J(FG) = {OJ by the

r-emar-ksf0110\,/ing~ :3.8.
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Theorem 6.10. Let G be a zroup, H a normal

subgroup of finite index in a with G/H IE c:rr •

Let F be un algebraically closed field of character-

-istic p where, if p ~ 0, a and aiR have no elements

of order p. Then FG is BrO\111-I':IcCoysemi-simple.

Proof. By Lemma 6.8, B n FH = {oj. By theorem

3. 8 B = ( B /l FI" ) FG = {o].

\'le make t 10 f'oLl.owi ng conjecture.

Conjecture 1. If G is a soluble eroup with the

minimal condition and F a field of characteristic

p where, if p # 0, G ana each factor in the derived

series of G have no elements of order p. Then FG is

Brown-EcCoy semi-simple.

We feel that t~is conjecture is true since it
it well known that a soluble group with the minimal

condition is a finite soluble extension of a divisible

abelian group.

The rer.:ainderof this section is taken up vii th

the study of metabelian groups with a maximal abelian

normal subgroup \.,hichis torsion-free.



Lemma 6.11. Let G be any metabelian group, H

a ,axilLal normc:\labelian subgroup of G such that

E is torsion-free. If F is any field and I any two
~~siued cilaracteIiosti-c ideal of FG, then I -n :nr f. {OJ.

Proof. Choose x to be any non zero element

of I and T to be any transversal ( with 1 ) to H
in G. Then Iva can assu ne that

n
x = L.

i=1
rx .g., where n .? 1, 0 F~ ~ IX ~ FE and

i

the g.'s are distinct eLet.cn ts of T for 1 ~ i <:: n , is
J..

the H-decomposition of x.

Choose x e I such that x is of minimal H...
-length among the non zero elements of I and lie can

assume that one of the gi's, g1 say, is 1.

Let hE-H. Then, since I is a two sided ideal
hof FG, x - x E I.

However, x - xh =
n
L I>( . ( 1 - [h,g. -1 ] )g. , sincei=2 J.. 1 J..
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we assumed that 8, = 1. However, ~ .( 1 _ [h,g.-1] )
l. l.

belongs to FE, for i = 2,3, ••• , n since H is
hnor~al in G. Thus x - x has smaller H-length than

x and thus is zero. Thus, t(. ( 1 - [h,g.-1J ) is
l. l.

zero for i = 2,3, ••• ,n by uniqueness.

IT is abeli~~ torsion-free and hence can be

or ered. Thus,FH ES no zero divisors by theorem

4.1 (i). Since IX i f. 0, \·/e must have [h,gi-11= 1

for i = 2,3, ••• , n.

Let C = e G(H). Then C is normal in G since

H is norClal in G. J 1130 Supp(x) ~ C. Choose kiC- C.
Then k .¢ I andx - X

kx - x = n

L
i=2

C>(. ( 1 - [k, g. -1J )g .•
l. ~ l.

Since G is metabelian, [le ,gi-1] € C 1\ G'.

However, H(C 1'1 G') is an abeLian normal subgroup

of G containing H and hence must be equal to H.



kThus x - X ::0 and since FH has no zero divisors,

Hence Supp(x) ~ Z(C) where Z(C) is the centre

of C. However, Z(C) contains H and is characteristic

in C and hence nor-me.L in G. Thus C = 11and x Co FH.

Thus x (;. I 1'\ FH as required.

Corollary 6.12. Let G be any ruetabelian group

and F a field o~ characteri3tic p. Suppose that ~

has a maximal abelian normal subgroup H, of finite

index in G such that H is torsion-free. Then if p

non zero implies that p does not divide the order

of G/H, then FG is Brown-Nc Coy seI:1i-9imple.

Proof. If B(FG) -I .[0] , then lemmas 6.10 and

6.8 give an i mediate contradiction.

Lemma 6.11 however, can be used to construct

metabelian groups whose group o.lgebra over a field

of characteristic p is Brown-McCoy semi-simple even

vhe n G has an eLe:ent of order p.
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\ve new define a class, % , of lZletabelian

groups by G is an ~ -group if and only if G has

a maximal abelian normal subgroup H, such that H
is torsion-free and of the form Z X< x > , where

Z is the centre of G and <x) is normal in G.

The class ~ is not empty since it contains
/ b -1 \..A = ~a,b: a = a ~ t B =
In [27] :Jallace has shown tha t FB is Jacobson

semi-simple when F is the field of 2 elements. ltJe

shall shah' that if G E * then FG is Brown-

-NcCoy semi-sinple for any field F.

Lemma 6.13. Let G be any e Lement of :3C- , F
to

any field and I"any two sided ideal of FG. Then,

I 1\ FH 1\ Z* is non zero where Z" is the centre

of FG.

Proof. By Lemma 6.11, I {\ FH ~ {o]. Choose

a to be any non zero elenent of the intersection.

Then, a can be written uniquely in the form

r



ill

a = L
i=1

a ~.n(i)
p ..A , ill ~ 1,

l.

and the n(i) distinct intecers for i = 1, 2, ••• , n.

Now there exists agE g -1G such that x = x

since <x> is torsion-free, x f Z and < x > is

normal in G. Clearly a + as ~ I 11 FH since H is
normal in G. However,

m
= ~ (3 ie

i=1

Clearly b = bh for all h ~ G and thus b E z~

n(i) -n(i»x + x = b say.

as required.

Theorem 6 .14. Let G be any ~ -group and F

any field. Then FG is Brown-~cCoy semi-si~ple.

Proof. Assume not and let B denote the Brown-

-NcCoy radical. 'l'hen by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.13

J(Z·) n FH is non zero. Lemma 3.10 implies that

J(Z'" f"\ FH) is non zero. Howeve r , H is abelian

torsion-free and thus theorem 4.1 (iii) gives a
contradiction.



4. On residually finite groups.

In this section \Ve are concerned with residually

finite groups and will determine sufficent conditions

for the group algebra of a residually finite group

to be Brown-HcCoy semi-si,ple. This generalises

the results of [2'21.

Let G be a residually finite group. Let

[Hi). : ~~../L) be a fa ni Ly of normal subgroups

satisfying condition (a) and (b) of lemma 3.21.

Then GIB", is fini te for all A e JL .

Theorem 6.15. Let G be a residually finite group

and [H'): A G A-} the f'amaLy of normal subgroups

mentioned above. Let F be a field of characteristic

p where, if P F 0, G/H~ has no elements of order p

for all :X~ IL • Then 1l'Gis Br-owrr-HcCcy semi-simple.

Proof. Let B denote the Brovm.,.lIIcCoyradical of
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FG. Then in the homomorphism from FG to F(G/H.:>.)

B + I) is mapped onto u B- egular ideal of F(G/H~ ),
which is contained in the Brovm-' cCoy radical of

FCG/H:A ). Howeve.r, G/H). is finite and thus

B(F(G/H" )) = J(F(G/H A)) = [OJ by the choice of

F. Thus B ~ I:A • 'rhis is true for all ').e /L ,

and thus B.s;. f\ I'),:: [O} by lemma 3.21. Thus I

f)." -t,

FG is Brovm-HcCoy se i-simple.

Corollary 6.16. Let G be any soluble group with

the maximal condition and Fay field of character-

-is tic P, where if plo, G has no finite quotients

whose order is divisible by p. Then FG is Brown~

McCoy semi-simple.

Proof. This follows since G ~ Ra ..

Corollary 6.17. Let F be any field and G any

free group. Then FG is Brolm- 'lcCoysemi-simple.

Proof. By a result of IV/asawa, free groups are

residually finite p-groups for any prime p. Choose p

different to the characteristic of F.
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